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Open Mic Night opened last night: students
show off talents in Loge

Annual PASE visit to
the U. High
Faculty and
administration discuss
Ignatian values

BY Peter Campbell, Thom
Molen, Sam Tarter and
Maurice Safar
STAFF, REPORTERS

S

aint Louis U. High’s first
ever Open Mic Night took
place last night in the Schulte
Theater, a performance that
will be the first of many during the school year. Open Mic
Night is a forum for SLUH
students to freely express
themselves through their
work and perform pieces or
performances that can still be
“in development.”
Senior Joe Mantych
MC’d the night and kept up
spirits through cheerful encouragement.
“I felt like my job was to
create a safe and welcoming
environment,” said Mantych.
“The acts helped do that by
just being fantastic.”
To start the night, senior
Gabe Lepak did an original
poem titled “A Yellow Ball
in a Grocery Store” about a
bouncing yellow ball falling
off a shelf at a local corner
store. Lepak does not know
where or when he wrote this
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Seniors Joe Mantych and Tommy Hoffman performing improv.

but he found it and decided to
use it.
Next, Mantych and senior Tommy Hoffman performed an improv sketch
based around Starbucks. In
this scene, two middle aged
men decide to quit the company they have loyally worked
for for 30 years and make

their own coffee shop within
the confines of Starbucks itself.
“I feel like Open Mic
Night is a wonderful opportunity for students to show
imperfect and unpolished art
in a very welcoming environment,” said Mantych.
Next sophomore Drew
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Shelton did his original exercise ball acrobatics, which
showcase his agility and coordination as he does flips,
handstands, and jaw dropping somersaults.
“Everytime I go on stage
I am still freaking out … but
once I hear that first cheer I

continued on page 4

bservant
students
and faculty may have
noticed a new face roaming the halls of St. Louis U.
High this past week. This
new face belonged to Dr.
Geoffrey Miller, ’95, a Provincial Assistant for Secondary Education, (or PASE).
Miller finished his annual
visit to SLUH on Thursday.
The goal of his visit: to get to
know SLUH inside and out
in order to report back to
the provincial, the Very Rev.
Ron Mercier, S.J..
As a PASE, part of Miller’s job is to travel throughout the Jesuit U.S. Central
and Southern province, as
a representative of the provincial, checking in with
schools on a yearly basis.
“I’m the guy who helps

with the high schools,” said
Miller. “So part of my job
is to keep (the provincial)
aware of what’s going on in
our high schools and make
sure their Jesuit identity is
strong.”
“(With Dr. Miller),
it would be just like the
provincial is visiting the
school,” said principal Ian
Gibbons, S.J.
Miller is accompanied
by Ron Rebore, a former assistant principal at De Smet,
who is training to become a
full-time PASE.
Miller’s visit with SLUH
began on Monday and ended
Thursday. He spent the majority of his time at SLUH in
meetings with various members of the school community, ranging from groups
of students to the Chairman

continued on page 4

Ruzicka recovers
Rock, paper, water, oil: Bugnitz spends
from injury; pushing
semester on sabbatical studying printmaking
through spinal fracture Sam Guillemette and
BY Handley
NEWS EDITOR

F

Hicks

or seven periods a day,
five days a week, for nearly three weeks, one teacher
per period at St. Louis U.
High wondered where one
student in particular was—
senior Michael Ruzicka, who
was absent from school until
this past Thursday, when he
returned after suffering severe injuries from a mountain biking accident at Castlewood state park.
Ruzicka ventured into
Castlewood State Park on
Sunday, Aug. 19 for an afternoon of mountain biking with his friend Philip
Figueroa, a senior at Priory
School. After his front wheel
bent from a small collision,
Figueroa stayed behind to
repair his bike, and Ruzicka
continued along the trail.
As Ruzicka cycled towards a large log on the

BY

study lithography, a method I had never done lithograof printmaking from a flat phy,” said Bugnitz.
surface using oil and water.
Bugnitz studies under
ne of printmaking
“I had done a lot but two instructors at UMSC:
teacher Ms. Joan Bugnitz’ favorite personal projects involves removing people from photographs from
the 1920s and replacing
them with characters of her
own design. Now, on her
semester long sabbatical,
Bugnitz is removing herself
from St. Louis U. High for a
short while and redesigning
herself as a student at The
University of Missouri–St.
Louis (UMSC).
For the past 20 years
Bugnitz has taught printmaking at SLUH, but
she has always been selftaught on the topic. By using books, tips from other
artists, and her own skill,
Bugnitz developed a knowledgeable grasp on printmaking. Now Bugnitz has
continued on page 5 the opportunity to formally
art | Jackson DuCharme

ground, he attempted to ride
over and jump off the log,
but the attempt ended with
him crashing on the ground.
He suffered a concussion,
sprained neck, chipped front
tooth, and “wedge” fracture
in his spine.
“He (Figueroa) has literally told me after the fact
that he thought I was gonna
die,” said Ruzicka. “I thought
he was just being dramatic,
but he was pretty torn apart
by it.”
Ruzicka spent three days
in the hospital in bed, followed by two weeks at home,
resting and recovering from
his injuries. He returned to
school last Friday, Sept. 7.
After repairing his bike
and catching up to Ruzicka,
Figueroa found Ruzicka unconscious on the ground.
After a few minutes, Ruzicka
woke up, and the two walked
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Exchange students
Tired of America? Want to talk
to some cultured fellows? Amir,
Michael, and George enter the
student body, straight out of Russia. Page 2
news

New Third floor admins
New staff memebers Dobmeyer,
Tuxbury, and Antony join the
©2018 St. Louis University High third floor squad. Page 3
School Prep News. No material may
be reprinted without the permission
of the editors and moderator.

News

Mersinger fills in for DeBrecht
Senior Mersinger’s father, Mersinger Sr., joins SLUH community
as new member of maintenance
team. Page 3

News

Rakonick joins Bank Board
It’s no Gringotts, but it’s a good
start. Rakonick’s position on student board of directors gives him
financial experience. Page 5

Sports

XC gets 2nd in FP
Every once in a while, the boys
need to get outside and play in
the mud. XC takes on Forest
Park and nearly 200 teams in latest race. Page 6
Sports

Soccer gains traction
The soccer boys are kicking. The
team rolled into week four picking up two wins, and maintained
momentum despite a loss to De
Smet. Page 6

Jeffrey Sippel and Linda
Bangert. Sippel is a master printer with extensive
knowledge on lithography
and has studied it at the
Tamarind Institute in Albuquerque, N.M..
Lithography is the
grinding of limestone and
other materials to create molds for images that
was developed during the
1800s. The oil repels off the
water onto the paper creating detailed designs. There
are several kinds of lithography and Bugnitz is studying rock, photo, paper, and
mokulito lithography.
The most challenging
part of the process is the
practice of smoothing out
the 20 pound limestones
used. Using steel shavings
that are in between the two
stones, one grinds over and
over again in a figure eight
shape using smaller shav-

continued on page 5
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SLUH accepts new members of student body:
straight outta’ Russia
BY Johno Jackson and
Julien Jensen

REPORTERS		

O

n Aug. 23, Russian
exchange
students
Mikail Shulepov, Georgii
Nepokulchinskii and Amir
Mamedinov entered the
United States. The students
come from Saint Louis U.
High’s longtime partner
school, St. Petersburg Gymnasia #209 in St. Petersburg,
Russia and will attend SLUH
through the first semester.
“They’re here for the
first semester, and then
they’ll go home and the
reciprocal part of that is…
three of our boys will go
over to St. Petersburg, do
their Senior Project for four
weeks, and the school will
help us out with hosting and
things like that,” said Russian teacher and Director
of Global Education Robert
Chura. “That’s kind of how

these all work. They’re reciprocal exchanges.”
Chura is teaching a
specialized English class for
the Russian exchange students, attempting to meet
their specific English needs
to boost their skills in the
language. The class takes
the place of a traditional
SLUH English class.
“We like Mr. Chura’s
classes and his style of
teaching,” said Shulepov.
The fact that Chura is
fluent in Russian is an added bonus for the students of
Russia.
SLUH classes could be
intimidating for Russian exchange students for whom
English is a second language; however, once this
cadre of students found the
classrooms, it was smooth
sailing.
“This building of SLUH
is huge, and it was diffi-

cult for us to find classrooms the first time,” said
Nepokulchinskii. “We got
lost a little bit.”
Shupelov insists classes
are easier at SLUH than in
Russia.
“We
have
already
learned all the things that
we are learning now,” he
said.
There is one class that
they’ve never seen anything
like before, and it’s something of a freshman rite of
passage: Fine Arts Survey.
“The most interesting
lesson is Fine Arts Survey
because in Russia, we don’t
have such a lesson,” said
Shulepov.
“It was a new experience,” said Nepokulchinskii.
Outside of the classroom, Shulepov and Mamedinov both swim for
SLUH’s Swim and Dive
team. Shulepov swims for

Church scandal: we
want to hear from you
Last week, the Prep News published an
article about St. Louis U. High’s response
to the sexual abuse scandal taking place
within the Catholic Church. The Prep News
understands that the scandal leaves many
people with strong feelings and opinions,
and we would like to serve as an outlet for
discussion. In the editorial published in our
first issue this year, we the editors stated our
desire to have the Prep News opinion section
serve “as a platform and a megaphone” for
members of the SLUH community to voice
their thoughts, opinions, and feelings about
the happenings in the world around us.
Because the Church scandal is a major
issue, the Prep News encourages readers,
whether they be students, faculty, or
members of the wider SLUH community, to
write a letter to the editors expressing their
feelings and opinions about the sexual abuse
scandal. It is our hope that we can help
foster respectful and constructive discussion
that leads to growth in both community and
understanding. Writers must have letters
submitted by 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 18 for
them to be published in next week’s issue.

varsity, and Mamedinov
swims for JV.
“Here, everyone supports each other very very
much … the communication between each other is
very important,” said Mamedinov. “We do it a little bit
differently in Russia.”
These subtle cultural
differences have marked
their time in the United
States since their arrival on
Aug. 23. They all felt prepared for immersion in the
American lifestyle from
previous research and travel
to the U.S. They have experienced strip malls and Six
Flags already, and more adventures in America are to
come before their departure
on the most American of
unofficial holidays: Nov. 23,
Black Friday.

Theology talks curriculum and transfer:
making students spiritually prepared before
graduation
BY Matthew Thibodeau
and Mitchell Booher

REPORTERS		

L

ast Thursday, teachers
from the Theology Department met for a series
of meetings, addressing the
steps they will take to form
faithful men for others to
be sent out into the world.
Meeting throughout the entire school day at Saint Louis
University’s Jesuit Hall, teach-

the primary mode for which
they are going to have to explain their faith is through
oral communication. So when
they’re in a dorm room in college and their roommate who
isn’t Catholic asks ‘why do
you go to church?’ or ‘what’s
the point?’ that’s the sort of
domain that we want them to
be able to transfer their understanding.”
Theology Department

art | Harrison Petty

ers suggested evaluations–an
oral exam or senior capstone
project–which would assess a
senior’s ability to defend and
explain the Catholic faith past
the boundaries of Saint Louis
U. High.
Members of the Theology Department entered the
meetings seeking to address
the knowledge and experiences which a SLUH student
requires to remain faithful in
a world that will challenge his
beliefs.
“When we were thinking about the assessment,
one of our key principles was
transfer,” said head of Campus
Ministry, Rev. Joseph Hill, S.J.
“One of the ways that you
know someone understands
something is if they transfer
it to a new domain. For example, if a student learns biology well, he should be able
to transfer that information
to his eating habits. For us,

head Jon Ott broke these goals
into three parts.
“Essentially, there’s a goal
about being able to explain
and defend the Catholic faith,
there’s a goal about being able
to be a man for others and
practice morality, and there’s
a goal about developing spirituality and growing closer to
Jesus,” said Ott.
The Theology Department met in the morning as
a complete unit after meeting
throughout the summer to
address individual courses.
“Obviously, this work
started last school year, and we
worked on it hard throughout
the summer when we met by
courses,” said theology teacher Robert Garavaglia. “This
was just a natural extension
where we got together as a
whole department and looked
at the big picture.”
To meet their big picture
goals, the Theology Depart-

ment saw a need to put evaluations into place at the end of
a SLUH student’s senior year.
The department still has to
work through these plans before inserting them into the
curriculum.
“One of the ideas was
to have an oral exam, so: two
seniors would be paired with
two theology teachers, and
they’d be essentially asked to
defend the Catholic faith on
a number of issues,” said Ott.
“Another one was a capstone
project that was going to incorporate the senior project
experience with other material we build in about what it
means to be a man for others,
how to not just do service but
to analyze the social situation
and dig deep into figuring out
what kind of structures lead
to what the seniors see on Senior Project. So that would be
some kind of creative project
that’s going to incorporate
both the practical experience
and the stuff they learn in the
classroom.”
The Theology Department and Campus Ministry
met together later in the afternoon, seeking better ways
to collaborate and deepen students’ understanding through
both theory and experience.
“We thought how the
retreats, service, immersion
programs, and Masses might

align better with what the
Theology Department is doing. We are trying to have
students reflect upon their experiences at retreats or service
during theology class, and
bringing themes in theology
class into prayer service and
retreats that will help them
deepen those themes on an
experiential level,” said Hill.
By bringing themes from
class to Campus Ministry
events, Hill hopes that students will have a stronger and
better understanding of their
faith.
“Ultimately,
spiritual
formation is taking place in
many different areas, and we
can best serve our students by
having it be integrated, make
sense, coherent, and aligned
all the way through,” said Hill.
Both the Theology and
Campus Ministry Departments were happy with the
progress made during the
meetings, and are optimistic
for things to come.
“It was great, just to put
our heads together and think
about concrete ways that we
can continue the formation of
our students,” said Garavaglia.
“So, it was exciting.”
Senior-year evaluations
and Campus Ministry collaborations may begin as soon
as next school year.

Mother’s Club
Cookie Sale
Wednesday, Sept. 19
and
Thursday, Sept. 20
Activity Period and lunch
artwork | Stephen Ocampo

Flack’s skills land
him second at IU
competition
BY Kyle McEnery and
Brendan McGroarty

REPORTERS		

J

unior Kevin Flack spent one
of his last weeks of summer participating in a Native
American dance competition
on the campus of Indiana
University at Bloomington.
For the first week of August, Indiana University held

photo | courtesy of Kevin Flack

Kevin Flack competing at
Indiana University.

a Native American dance
competition with six different dance categories: the Fancy Dance, Prairie Chicken,
Northern Traditional, Old
Time Sioux, Grass Stand, and
Straight Dance.
Flack’s dance of choice
was the Straight Dance, which
originated from Native American tribes located near the
Southern Plains.
The competition consisted of two rounds of dancing, 25 dancers were split into
two groups and the top five of
each group were sent into the
finals.
The final consisted of two
songs: a two step and a trot
song.

“You really had three
groups,” said Flack, who
originally got involved in
this unique style of competition through Boy Scouts.
“You had people who couldn’t
dance, you had people who
could sort of dance, and you
had people who could really
dance.”
Out of the 25 competing
dancers, Flack placed second,
behind a dancer from Texas.
“You could tell that the
guys who could really dance,
that placed well, were the guys
who have not only been doing this for a while, but went
to the special tribal Heloshka
dances that the white men
do,” said Flack.
According to Flack, the
different tribes have given the
dancers permission to perform these dances. One of the
judges was a full-blood Osage,
giving the competition at the
university a present connection to the Native American
tribes.
Flack gained experience
in practicing these dances
through another competition
in Chicago in November.
“(The competitions in
Chicago) are a lot of the same
dancing where you learn the
steps,” said Flack.
Flack also participated in
other events such as the craft
contest. Using skills in beadwork that he has been working on since last Christmas,
Flack earned the third place
title in the craft contest.
“It was my first time there
and it was a lot of fun, a great
learning experience,” said
Flack. “Especially for what top
level judges were looking for.
I’ll take that with me towards
other dances I go to.”
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Touring Green Day to owning a business: Mersinger settles at SLUH
BY Liam John
NEWS EDITOR

W

ith the departure of
maintenance staffer
Steve DeBrecht, St. Louis U.
High hired maintenance man
and engineer John Mersinger
to begin making locks and
continue his already-developed handyman skills. He
and his senior son John join
the ranks of dynamic fatherson duos at SLUH.
While he has worked
in several different capacities, such as touring with
alternative-rock band Green
Day and working in a hazmat
testing lab, the elder Mersinger has spent nearly his
whole life in construction
beginning alongside his father, a home builder. Then,
he followed similar footsteps
by creating his own company.

“I actually owned my
own construction company,”
said Mersinger. “We did a
lot of remodeling kitchens,
bathrooms, built a lot of
decks.”
Once DeBrecht announced he would be leaving, the search for a new
worker began. Mersinger
heard about the job and took
advantage of the opportunity.
“The time was right,”
said Mersinger. “One of the
ladies that works in the office is a friend of my wife’s.
She mentioned something to
my wife and told me, and the
cards kind of fell into place.”
As DeBrecht was a father of a student when he
started, Mersinger is excited
to share in the experience
of the SLUH community after seeing the impact it has

made on his son John.
“Part of the reason was
with John going to school
here. SLUH has been the best
thing to happen to him in
our family. I wanted to be a
part of that,” said Mersinger.
Going to the same place
every day, some sons would
be embarrassed or scared
around their parent, but
Mersinger thinks that it is
good for their father-son relationship.
“It’s nice seeing him every once and awhile. We’ve
got a really good relationship, so it’s nice to say, ‘hi’,”
said Mersinger. “I don’t see
him as often as you think,
he says he enjoys having
me here. I also get to see his
friends.”
Mersinger comes from
almost 40 years of maintenance work, so his transi-

SLUH adds three new third floor
staff members
BY Peter Campbell and
Nick Campbell
STAFF, REPORTER

T

he third floor; often
heard and spoken of,
but seldom seen by students
of St. Louis U. High. It is out
of sight and out of mind, but
it is always focused on making SLUH a better place. This
summer, the third floor had
quite the turnover, as SLUH
hired three new staff members
to take on important roles.

Liz Tuxbury.

These new members, despite
their mysterious workplace,
are here to help make SLUH
a better place than when they
entered. Linda Dobmeyer, Liz
Tuxbury, and Amanda Antony are already hard at work
helping to keep SLUH the
amazing place it is.
Linda Dobmeyer has
recently taken on the role of
Director of Leadership Giving, which was reintroduced
as a role this year after being
vacant for a number of years.
“My job is to generate
funding for a lot of these great
strategic priorities that came
out of Imagine 18,” said Dobmeyer.
Imagine 18 started in
2013, and the goal was to
imagine SLUH at 2018, the
SLUH graduate in 2018, and
what SLUH wants to instill
and provide for the students
when they graduate.
“SLUH will be hearing a
lot more about these plans at
the end of 2018, and will be
sharing a lot more news about
what they are,” said Dobmeyer.
Her role also involves
providing financial aid for

families who may struggle
with the cost of attending
SLUH, and giving everyone
the opportunity to come here
regardless of their financial
ability.
So far, Dobmeyer has
been amazed by the atmosphere and energy at SLUH,
and looks forward to coming
to work.
“I am continually astounded by how extraordinary this place is,” said Dob-
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meyer.
However, what has most
stood out to Dobmeyer is the
impact SLUH has on their
alumni.
“At an alumni reception
in Chicago, every person I
talked to said nothing was
more formative in their life
than their four years at SLUH.
I have never heard that from
anybody else about their high
school,” said Dobmeyer.
Dobmeyer was not the
only non-native St. Louisan
to be attracted to the U High.
Amanda Antony, hailing from
Texas, was brought onto to
SLUH to fill the role as Gift
Specialist. Coming back to St.

Linda Dobmeyer.

Louis from a job in California,
and spending time discerning
religious life, Antony gained
experience from working
with Razor’s Edge, a nonprofit
database.
After moving to St. Louis in 2014, she began working
at Visitation Academy. However, she soon learned about
a position at SLUH that better
fit her skill set. Wanting more
of an opportunity to expand
beyond her current knowledge base out with Razor’s
Edge and with donors, SLUH
seemed like a great option.
While working at SLUH, Antony has been very impressed
with how the teachers are so
committed to the school, and
quite often stay their whole
career at SLUH.
“It’s so uncommon now.
Most people job hop… going
from one employer to another… and that speaks well to
SLUH,” said Antony.
Antony’s manages gifts
given by donors, logs them
into the database bio information, and sends letters thanking them for their generosity.
Antony’s job is busy and
hectic, and Antony is also
tasked with making sure the
database is up to date through
updating and cleaning it.
Outside of her job at
SLUH, she also especially enjoys interacting with the student body.
“I appreciate the opportunity to interact with
students. It makes what I do
seem more impactful,” said
Antony.
Antony also looks for-

tion has been easy. The only
task he did not know is locksmithing—making keys and
lock changings. Although
new, locksmithing does not
frighten or scare Mersinger. Rather, he has a growth
mindset towards the subject
and is eager to learn something new.
“It’s not hard to train
anyone around here. It is
easy to learn how to do everything around here. It’s
not bad,” said maintenance
worker Mike Harlan.
Mersinger is excited to
work with the faculty, staff
and students to help fix what
is needed around the building.
“John’s a really good
guy, works really good, and
knows a lot of the stuff,” said
Harlan. “He’ll be here for a
John Mersinger.
while.”
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Jennifer Thomas brings public
school experience to admissions

BY Carter Fortman and
Albert Harrold
REPORTER

A

s the new admissions
season gets under way,
Jennifer Thomas is gearing
up to take on a new job in
the SLUH admissions office.
Thomas was hired to fill the
positon vacated when Ann
Murphy was promoted to Admissions Director.
Thomas, mother of freshman Tucker Thomas, is an

Jennifer Thomas.

alum of the Jesuit institution
St. Ignatius College Prep in
Chicago. She was a member
of the school’s first co-ed class
in its history. After graduating from high school, Thomas
earned her bachelor’s degree
in Political Science with minors in Business and French
continued on page 8 from Providence College.
Shortly after graduating Thomas went on to work
in the private sector before
taking some time off to start
a family. After her family
time, she started a career in
early childhood education,
and most recently worked at
Franklin Covey, a management service company.
“I joined Franklin Covey
as an education coach and
consultant, working with
schools all over the world inphoto | Mrs. Kathy Chott stilling cultures of leadership

and student empowerment in
their schools,” said Thomas.
Thomas
found
the
job when looking through
SLUH’s website.
“I was talking with my
husband about the logistics
of how we would get our son
down here. My daughter just
went off to Boston for college
and because I travel a lot for
work we were concerned how
it work out,” said Thomas.
“Then I decided to look on

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

SLUH’s website and I found
this job and I decided to apply for it.”
Thomas got the job in
mid-June, and started on July
1.
“We knew that Ann Murphy is the jack-of-all-trades
and she can do it all. And we
knew when she was taking the
director’s job that, since Ann
does so much, we would need
somebody who would have to
take on that big of a role,” said
Assistant Director of Admissions Adam Cruz, who also
actively participated in the
search for a replacement.
Murphy, who was instrumental in the hiring, decided
on Thomas for a number of
reasons.
“She’s worked in a variety of positions, mainly in our
public schools,” said Murphy.

“Since we work with a lot of
public school applicants, we
thought she could really benefit our team.”
Murphy also said Thomas’s experience in admissions
process helped her get the job.
“She had just been
through the process and
could really be instrumental in critiquing some of the
problems and helping us to fix
them,” said Murphy.
While she transitions
into her job here at SLUH,
Thomas is going to be completing a variety of tasks.
“I’m having her work a
lot with our parent ambassadors,” said Murphy. “She’s developed a great system for us
to have parents of current students get in contact with parents of prospective students.
The second thing I want her
to do is work more in the office, contacting and helping
parents of prospective families and visitors while I go out
and meet with more schools
and principals to get the message out about SLU High.”
Thomas also has goals for
her time here.
“In my role as admissions
assistant my intention is to
help Ann Murphy in broadening our outreach to expand
upon diversity, and to expand
upon the school, from where
we draw our students from,”
said Thomas. “We enjoy kids
from over 86 different zip
codes and countless elementary schools but there are still
ones that are left untapped.
And based on my experience
with youth empowerment
I’m confident we can expand
where we bring students in
from.”
“I feel like I’ve come
home,” said Thomas on her
arrival at SLUH. “It’s been a
couple of decades—I won’t
tell you how many—since I’ve
been in a Jesuit institution,
but there is no better education, no better atmosphere, to
not only be a student, but also
to be a parent and to be a staff
member.”
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SLUH on pace with PASE visit
(continued from page 1)

of the Board, Tom Santel. In
order to truly understand
the school, Miller met with
people who represent the
various aspects of SLUH.
Over the course of the four
days he was at SLUH, he had
nearly 20 meetings as well as
several classroom visits.
“I just meet with people
and what I do is listen,” said
Miller.
With President Alan
Carruthers, Miller spoke
about the capital campaign

to do it, we want you to think.
So do you see how anything
you learn in your theology
classes has an impact (on
you)?” said Miller. “And [we
want] to get people to reflect
and maybe even see how the
retreat program draws from
them too. So if we’re learning about Christology this
year in theology class, do we
really understand the person
of Jesus not just in a purely
academic way, but how is
that affecting how we understand him in our own per-

a week, what would you do
differently? Then, how do
you know you’re at a Jesuit
school?
“It’s mostly something
I try to prioritize whenever
I do a visit because I was a
teacher for 12 years, so I
very much value what students have to say,” said Miller. “If the primary reason
that we’re here is for students
and supposed to be studentcentered, I don’t just want
to meet with administrators
in the J-Wing, I want to see

art | Harrison Petty

that was set in motion by
previous SLUH president
David Laughlin.
That meeting was to
check up, “just to find out
how is that going (and if
they) feel confident about
it,” said Miller.
Another
topic
addressed with Carruthers was
the hot button topic of the
recent sexual abuse scandal
within the Catholic Church.
“(SLUH) in particular
has been very proactive in
trying to make sure the right
messages are communicated
to the SLUH community,
and that people know about
what is happening so other
schools are also wanting to
get information, but I think
SLUH has been very much at
the forefront,” said Miller.
With Principal Ian Gibbons, S.J., Miller discussed
the ongoing curriculum review that has been in process
since last school year as well
as the impact of the Jesuits
within the school.
“Curriculum
review
is something all schools
should be doing,” said Miller. “Change does not have
to happen just for the sake
of change, but you shouldn’t
keep doing it just because
that’s the way you’ve always
been doing it. (The curriculum review) sounds like it’s
moving along pretty well
and they’re doing it intelligently.”
Miller talked with Rev.
Joseph Hill S.J. about the
many service opportunities
SLUH offers as well as the
future goals and hopes of
Campus Ministry relating to
retreats. They also discussed
how faith and theology fit
into SLUH as a Catholic Institution.
“We don’t just want you

sonal relationship. So those
are the kind of conversations
we have and what they are
working on too.”
Among his several
meetings with SLUH teachers, Miller met with two
groups of faculty, one comprised of teachers who have
been at SLUH for under
five years, and the other
with those who have been at
SLUH for over five years.
“Typically, when I do a
school visit, I’m able to meet
with larger groups,” said
Miller. “Mainly what I want
to hear is ok. If I’m getting
feedback from one teacher
or person, I have to weigh in

classes, I want to talk with
students.”
The goal of the meetings, according to Gibbons,
is “to get good feedback and
to hear what other schools
are doing and hear ways that
we can do better and also get
affirmation that we’re doing
well in certain areas.”
Since his PASE visit last
year, Miller has noticed little
change within the school.
“I would say overall,
a school, especially one as
old as SLUH, changes very
slowly, so it’s most remarkable that you see things that
are so much the same,” said
Miller. “Tradition is both a

Geoffrey Miller (left) with a group of faculty.

my short time at the school
if this is this indicative of
how people generally feel or
is this an outlier.”
On Tuesday, Miller met
with a group of 13 students,
to whom he posed three
questions: What is great
about your school, what
do you think is going well?
What would you improve,
or if you were president for

positive thing and a negative
thing. Tradition is a great
thing if it is going well. Tradition can be an obstacle to
change if it needs to happen.
But a school with this kind
of tradition, things don’t
change rapidly.”
The most visible difference according to Miller are
the lanyards and name tags
that students and guests are

required to wear during the
school day.
At the end of his visit,
Miller will type a three-page
report of the information he
has gathered. He will then
meet with Carruthers to go
over his report.
Ultimately, a large reason for Miller and other
PASE representatives to
show up at Jesuit schools is
so he can ensure that each
school stays connected with
the other schools in the Jesuit community.
“I’m here to help people
network and make their jobs
easier,” said Miller.
One way he does this
is by connecting schools
who are working on similar
projects or initiatives. In this
way, he also acts as a link between many Jesuit schools as
well as their link to the provincial.
“(SLUH) is like a city,”
said SLUH Advancement
Chief of Staff Sean Agniel,
’97, who served as a PASE
representative for seven
years. “It’s hard to see beyond our walls, and one of
the great gifts of the province is that you get to look at
SLUH and appreciate SLUH
for the amazing things that
happen here. But also you
get to see that in a broader
context of the mission of the
Society of Jesus, which includes universities, parishes,
and retreat houses and action for justice.”
“It’s mostly an opportunity for SLUH to look very
carefully at itself and say ‘are
we being true to our mission?’ Where can we do better?” said Miller.
Next year, Miller will be
back with several administrators from Jesuit schools
across the province for
SLUH’s accreditation year.
Every six years, each Jesuit
school is thoroughly reviewed in order to be allowed
to maintain its Jesuit status.
According to Gibbons, the
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review will take place sometime around October 2018
and will last only a few days.
Part of this year’s PASE visit
was to begin planning for
the accreditation visit next
year. Gibbons selected English teacher Steve Missey to
head SLUH’s own collection
of data that will be presented
to the review team.

McKernan’s Open Mic
catapults with a bang
(continued from page 1)

think, ok I am doing it good,”
said Shelton.
His talent also comes
with a risk, as he has come
close to breaking his neck. In
the end the risk paid off, as his
performance was met with a
loud applause.
After this, Lepak followed up with his second
poem “The Jesus Who Doesn’t
Want to be a Jesus (Is Given
No Other Choice but to be a
Jesus).” This poem was meant
be an internal turmoil, focusing on how the poet wants
two paradoxical things that
can never happen.
Following Lepak was senior Jay Duda performing an
original song called “Tearful
Cold Sadness” which he wrote
about a moment at which he
changed his mentality to be
more independent and selfreliant.
“I really wanted to try

Senior Jay Duda.

something new, like try actually singing in front of a
crowd for the first time in a
while,” said Duda. “Since in
the future I want to do a lot
more performing I just need
to get more used to singing in
front of people.”
“I hope that this will
help students become more
comfortable with themselves
and start thinking of themselves as artists, and that this
will allow us to start supporting each other and bring a
support to the arts and all of
its manifestations,” said Fine
Arts Department chair McKernan.
Following Duda, Joey
Dougherty presented a poem
entitled Tune the Tempest,
which he wrote while in LA
this summer.
Finally,
Dominic
Grasso presented a dance,
which wowed the audience.
“In this particular example my story is based on how
simple it is being a little boy,
and I think this is very relatable,” said Grasso.
Last year during a meeting of the Fine Arts Department, one consensus that all
of the parts of the department

agreed upon was that art is
“processed based,” meaning that art in all its forms is
created through a recursive
process that is always changing and improving. With that
in mind, the idea for an open
mic was produced, since open
mics show off works of art
that are still in the process of
being made, and are “rough
drafts.”
“Open mics are typically things that are in process, so they aren’t necessarily fully polished pieces,” said
McKernan. “It could be a kid
working on an original song,
or writing a poem that has
never been said out loud, or
kids that wanna practice an
improv scene that they are
doing in class. It seemed like
a cool thing to showcase students working on things, not
so much showing off polished
things.”
McKernan reached out
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to his fellow teachers and faculty members that would help
him find students to perform
during open mic night, such
as English teacher Chuck
Hussung, who works with
students for the Poetry Out
Loud and Shakespeare competitions.
Other people in the Fine
Arts Department were contacted as well, to get students
involved that either performed dance, acting, improv,
singing, or played a musical
instrument.
McKernan also reached
out to students that were interested in planning and producing the Open Mic Night,
which were known as his
team of curators.
Last night’s performance
will not be the only one. McKernan plans on having at least
one every month, with the
hope that they will grow and
more people will become invested in them. So far, four
more dates are planned for
the semester, which will help
decide what the plan is for the
second semester.
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Bugnitz goes to the next level in
her printmaking education

Senior Rakonick’s financial
passions lead to joining Fed Board

(continued from page 1)

BY Brad Pike and Ben
Kleffner

-ings each time in order to
get the limestone as smooth
as possible over the course
of six hours.
“I go up (to the studio)

Bugnitz working on a litho-

“It’s been really nice
having the time to do some
artwork without being interrupted,” said Bugnitz.
“While teaching, you work
all day, so it’s nice to get

photo | courtesy of Ms. Joan Bugnitz

on Fridays and have the
entire printmaking studio
to myself,” said Bugnitz. “I
just put on some music and
six hours just goes by in a
flash.”
Bugnitz is thankful
to have a semester on sabbatical. It provides her with
plenty of time to work on
projects that were put on
the backburner while she
was teaching at SLUH, including a creative combination of photolithography
and hand drawing.

into the rhythm of just being able to do artwork.”
One of Bugnitz’ personal favorite projects involves taking old photographs from the 1920s that
she buys at estate sales,
blocking out the people in
the image, and then making
a lithographic plate of the
rooms that are left in the
photo. She then draws her
own characters into the image and colors them in the
style of hand-colored images from the 1920s.

“They’re kind of funny
and quirky,” said Bugnitz,
“but they’re my own creations.”
Another one of her personal projects is a sculpture
series of the “Patron Saints
of Lost Arts,” such as typewriting and handwritten
letters. For these sculptures,
she uses objects that relate
to the lost art as clothing
for each saint. For example,
for the “Patron Saint of
Typewriting”, she created
a crown out of the strikers
in typewriters that hammer
out the letters.
“She’s got this really
creative way of bringing
these items together and
making a really interesting,
playful sculpture,” said art
teacher Sarah Rebholz.
Bugnitz is thankful that
a high school such as SLUH
allows its teachers to take a
sabbatical in order to work
on personal projects.
“It’s remarkable that
our high school offers a sabbatical,” said Bugnitz. “People are surprised when they
hear that I’m on sabbatical
from a high school. It tends
to be more of a college level
thing, so we’re really lucky
to be offered this opportunity. I’m really grateful for
that.”

Ruzicka tumbles but refuses to
stay down
(continued from page 1)

back to their car. Ruzicka did
not notice any significant injuries other than a pain in his
neck, which he was able to
overcome to walk to his car.
“My ribs actually felt like
they were hurting, but I didn’t
think anything was wrong
with my back,” said Ruzicka.
Figueroa drove Ruzicka’s
car to the nearest Urgent
Care, hoping to diagnose any
injuries that he might’ve had.
But the doctors immediately
sent Ruzicka to the hospital,
realizing from gashes and

cuts on his face that he needed more immediate and serious care.
Doctors found that Ruzicka “wedge fractured” his
T-6 vertebrae between his C5
and T-7 vertebrae and suffered a concussion. Ruzicka’s
head was pushed into his
stomach during the fall, causing his neck to be sprained,
and the shear impact caused
bruises, cuts, and a gashed
helmet, and forced parts of
his spine to crunch together.
With much rest in
the hospital and at home,
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enior Nick Rakonick
is a part of the Student Board of Directors at
the Federal Reserve Bank,
which is located on Broadway in downtown St. Louis.
After a nine-month application process, Rakonick was
accepted and has now begun work with several other
high school students who
are learning the ways of the
business world and becoming better people while doing it.
In order to become a
part of this program, which
is designed exclusively for
seniors, one has to undergo an application process
spanning several months.
The application process was
thorough and challenging:
it included a detailed 500word essay on one of several topic options. Rakonick
chose to grapple with “What
is the importance of saving?” for his response.
“I wrote about how saving could help you in the
future,” said Rakonick. “I
talked about how it can help
you to attain more luxuries
and not be tied to inferior
goods.”
The application also
required two letters of recommendation—one from a
teacher and one from another member of the community. Rakonick decided
to ask English teacher Adam
Cruz, along with his former
Scoutmaster.

“I had a really good
relationship with (Cruz) as
my English teacher and being an admissions ambassador,” said Rakonick.
The application was
due in February and the students were accepted in May,
while they were still juniors.
There were around 50 applicants, and there were 18
students that were accepted
from the St. Louis area to be
a part of the board. These
students come from many
different high schools in the
area. Last year, Teddy Washington, ’18, was selected for
the Board of Directors.
Despite not being personally involved in the
field, Rakonick’s father introduced the opportunity
to him last August, and the
two researched the application process online.
“He knew that I’ve always been very interested in
the financial field,” said Rakonick, who began the first
part of the application process immediately after, finishing piece by piece until
the final February due date.
Rakonick has met with
the Board a few times now,
meeting fellow members
and becoming comfortable
with his role. The board
is led by Assistant Vice
President and Economic
Education Officer Mary
Suiter and Federal Reserve
Board member Alan Ernst.
The program is focused
on learning about finance
and different aspects of the

business world. Thus far,
the program has consisted
of speakers who intend to
educate the Board of Directors.
“The goal of the program is to learn more about
the financial industry, but
it is also about how to be
a better person, a man of
character,” said Rakonick.
There are a few projects the members will be
working on later down the
line, and after the program
concludes, he plans to give
a presentation to one of his
classes here at SLUH. At
the end of the program the
students have the option to
apply for an internship over
the summer at the Federal
Reserve Bank.
“I definitely plan to apply,” said Rakonick. “We’ll
see if I actually do receive
it.”
Rakonick has enjoyed
his time so far on the board,
and he feels like it will be a
great learning opportunity
for him.
“I kind of want to be an
actuary in the future,” said
Rakonick on why he joined
the board. “This seems like
a way I can learn all aspects
of that career. I have a passion for statistics, and I feel
like the financial industry is
a great way I can use that to
help some people out.”

though, Ruzicka has made a
speedy recovery. He was in a
neck brace during his time in
the hospital and at home, but
he will be in a back brace now
that he is active.
“The worst part about it
was being at the hospital on
bedrest for two days,” said
Ruzicka.
During his time at home,
Ruzicka was able to keep up
with homework by using
Canvas, emailing teachers,
and talking with classmates.
“When I went back to
school that was a really good
day,” said Ruzicka. “Everyone
was just asking what happhoto | courtesy of @stlouisfed
pened. It was nice to come Nick Rakonick (fifth from the left in top row) with his fellow board members.
back on Friday.”
Though he was gone for
a significant amount of time,
Ruzicka feels the beginning
of the year is the luckiest
Sophomore Alexander
time to have missed so much
Unseth
was chosen through
school due to classes still setan
arduous
audition process
tling into a groove. His teachto
participate
in the St. Louis
ers have been gracious upon
Youth Symphony, a great
his return, and he feels he will
honor for any musician.
be fully caught up on work
“I was totally excited
within a week.
because I was not expecting
“He went through a lot
it, because I didn’t think that
and had a lot to deal with outside of school but still manI was that good enough to
aged to keep up with schoolbe in the youth symphony. I
work, which I thought was
can’t wait to start it, but the
impressive,” said senior Ryan
thing is really hard is that all
Armstrong.
the pieces we have to play
“He seems to be adjustare all extremely hard since
ing well,” said Kevin Foy, Ruit’s a top orchestra, but I love
zicka’s economics teacher. “If
music, so it’ll be something
he were a less motivated guy,
I’m looking forward to every
he might have a problem, but
time I go to practice,” said
he seems to be doing well.”

Artist of the Fortnight

Michael Ruzicka.
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Unseth.

Mudfest 2k18: XC edges rival Rockhurst; takes
2nd at FPXC in front of hype fans
Jimmy Stanley and Peter
Labarge
REPORTERS

Nicholas Dalaviras and
Joe Feder

M

ud flew as young men
slid down the hills.
The Blue Crew screamed and
cheered on the boys to the finish on their home turf. The
Saint Louis U. High cross country team had a big day, defeating the number one team in the
state, Rockhurst. SLUH’s varsity placed second to Neuqua
Valley, a team from Illinois
just outside Chicago, known
for their numerous National
Championships.
The race was held in Forest Park last Saturday. Head
coach Joe Porter led and set
up the event with the help of a
group of parent volunteers and
other coaches in the area. He
took off school Thursday and
Friday to prepare the course.
“Our coaches were out
there measuring and marking. We were filling holes with
mulch. We had to cut a little
grass. Stages and porta-potties
and all those different things
that came into what needed to
get done,” said Porter. “It was a
very large undertaking.”
Porter and his crew
worked hard the week preceding the festival, and it paid off.
“There were 3,499 participants from 122 high schools
with 197 teams when you split
up the genders by school, all
from four states. It is one of the
largest meets in the Midwest,”
said Porter. “We organized
over 150 volunteers. It was not
an easy job.”
Come raceday, the varsity
finished second among the 23
teams racing in their division.
They beat the number one
ranked team in the state, Rock-
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XC varsity after their second place finish.

hurst, by one point, 114-115.
SLUH’s scoring order was 3-2022-24-45(62)(68).
Senior Patrick Hetlage led
the pack for the Jr. Bills, finishing third overall with a 17:20
5K, with the next closest SLUH
runners being a close pack of
junior Lucas Rackers, senior
Chris Staley, and senior Reed
Milnor taking 20th, 22nd, and
24th place with times of 18:03,
18:05, and 18:08, respectively.
The top four Jr. Bills earned
medals. At 45th, the final scorer, was junior Joe Callahan who
ran a time of 18:32. Freshman
Grant Brawley, junior Noah
Scott, and sophomores Daniel Hogan and Ryan Kramer
rounded out the rest of the varsity squad, all placing in the top
100 in a race with 176 runners.
Appearing at the varsity
race was SLUH STUCO’s Blue
Crew. While students in the
past have rarely come to races,

the loud cheers from the student section helped motivate
the top nine to a strong finish.
“I think the combination
of the conditions and the energy that filled Forest Park really
got the excitement up. It was
a great time with fantastic energy,” said Blue Crew member
Brian Lymberopoulos. “The
boys from Blue Crew really let
the energy out when the SLUH
runners passed, and it was awesome to see the runners react
positively.”
The JV team finished 6th
out of 20 teams. The only medalists were senior Jack Buehring, who placed 22nd, running a 19:31, and junior Peter
Dillon, just three seconds behind at 19:34. Sophomore Reid
Jackson, junior Garrett Seal and
senior Chuck Perry all finished
together, crossing the finish line
at 19:41, 19:41, and 19:44, finishing 32nd, 33rd, and 35th.

photo | Mr. Jim Hetlage
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he St. Louis U. High soccer team is playing a
season of David vs. Goliath—
SLUH being the size of David.
Playing at a disadvantage in
size and physicality, the Jr.
Bills conquered Webster and
Rock Bridge, winning both
games 1-0. However, the team
suffered a 2-0 defeat against
the De Smet Spartans.
SLUH kicked off the
week against the Webster
High Statesmen on SLUH’s
own turf. In the first half, the
only real opportunity the Jr.
Bills had was a free kick that
was saved by Webster’s goalkeeper. The rest of the half
featured constant changes in
possession and lots of midfield play.
“At half it was obvious
that the energy just wasn’t
there—something consistent
through a few games this
season so far,” said senior
Luke Stachowski. “But during

halftime, people like (Alex)
Lehmann and (Brian) Lymbo really got the boys hyped
up and I think that’s what
changed it for us.”
The energy was clearly
different as the team entered
the second half. Despite some
questionable calls from the
referees, the boys kept their

heads up. Tempers flared
slightly, too, as two Webster
players were both given yellow cards less than a minute
apart; intensity continued to
rise as Webster missed a free
kick far left with 17 minutes
left.
“We wanted to win and
so did Webster, so we knew

he St. Louis U. High
Swim and Dive Team
made a couple of big splashes
this past Saturday afternoon
at the Ladue Invitational and
at a dual meet against CBC
on Tuesday. JV took eighth at
Ladue and varsity bested CBC
by 40 points.
At the Ladue Invitational, many of the athletes competed in their first large swim
meet. Freshman Eric Piening
and sophomore Carson Cornett, both of whom dropped
multiple seconds swimming
lead-off legs of the 200 Free
and 400 Free Relays, respectively. Other notable swims
came from senior captain
Will Slatin, who went to Ladue to swim the 500 Freestyle
and shaved off about 1 minute
and 20 seconds from his time,
and sophomore Charlie Wills,
who dropped over four seconds in the 100 Butterfly for a

defeated dual meet season at
risk, the team was able to perform under pressure, achieving 19 of their best times of
the season. Senior captains
Joe Feder and Daniel Fink
led the team off the blocks
with a one-two finish in the
200 Freestyle, bettering their
state qualifying times by two
seconds and one second, respectively. It is worth noting
that Feder’s time of 1:46.52
places him second in the state
of Missouri, and Fink’s season best time of 4:52.70 in the
500 Freestyle is also a number two ranking in the state.
Additionally in the 200 Free,
Russian exchange student
Mikhail Shulepov made his
home-pool debut on Tuesday
with a time of 2:00.31.
Next, in the 200 Individual Medley, in addition to
solid time drops from senior
Garrett Baldes and junior
Josh Brown, freshman Cooper Scharff added a second
individual state-cut, dropping

“It was a great experience
to go out a run in such a competitive atmosphere against
teams like Rockhurst and
Neuqua Valley. Even though it
was cold and muddy, everyone
wanted to be there and race
and that made the competition
great,” said junior Peter Dillon.
The freshmen ran a 3K
race instead of the full 5K and
finished 4th out of 8 as a team
for their division. Baker Pashea
ran the best time at 14:41 and
placed ninth out of 117 runners. Joe LaBarge and Sean Kellogg also came in the top 20 at
14th and 15th, running 11:51
and 11:55, respectively.
The course was completely destroyed. Runners slipped
down the track through thick
patches of mud, a setback for
everyone on the course.
“The conditions aren’t alphoto | Louis Barnes
ways perfect. Everyone is deal Senior Daniel Fink at CBC dual meet.
continued on page 8 new personal best time.
four seconds for a 2:01.51.
“We had a lot of the JV The 100 Freestyle also proved
guys swimming the 200 Free, to be a fruitful event for the
the 200 IM, those kinds of Swimbills, as Slatin snagged
events that are good to get ex- another one second drop, and
perience in because they are Feder earned a state cut, postlonger and a little more chal- ing a time of 48.47.
that if we didn’t come out of lenging,” commented head
The 200 Freestyle Rethe break with that energy, coach Lindsey Ehret. “We did lay, comprised of Scharff, juwe would not get the result well and showed a lot of im- nior Andrew Zimmermann,
we wanted,” said sophomore provements in technique that Slatin, and Feder, pulled off
Adam Wolfe.
they are applying from chang- a trifecta, earning the team’s
The Jr. Bills broke es made at practice.”
third state cut of the evening
through when a pass from
Because the JV squad with a time just five seconds
junior Charles Neuwirth to had already received an op- shy of the team record. Balsophomore Tilahun Murphy portunity to race at the Ladue des, as well as juniors Evan Lu
continued on page 7 Invitational, it was varsity’s and Nicholas Dalaviras, each
turn to churn some water clocked a one second time
this past Tuesday, in a match drop in the 100 Breaststroke
up against one of its strongest to close out the individual
competitors: the CBC Cadets. events.
“We went in thinking it
The final event, the 400
would be a really tough meet, Freestyle Relay, saw the team
so we showed, and we were of Fink, Slatin, Scharff, and
competitive,” said Ehret.
Feder at the brink of exhausIn anticipation of one of tion, as each swimmer had
the most difficult dual meets raced at least once in the
in her four year coaching ca- past five minutes. The squad
reer at SLUH, Ehret “stacked did not let that faze them, as
the meet”— she placed each they pulled together a comeswimmer in his best event and from-behind performance,
put an extra emphasis on relay out-touching the CBC team
depth. Her strategy worked, by just .23 seconds and sealwith the U. High grabbing ing the victory for the Jr. Bills.
two of the top three spots in
Scharff was named
every event, a testament to the Swimmer of the Meet, not
depth of the swim team.
only for his state qualifying
art | Jack Colvin
With the goal of an uncontinued on page 7

Soccer steadily collects pair of late wins; high
energy fires up team against Webster
BY Chris Staley and Blake
Obert

Swimming strategy in
dual meet impresses
despite pressure
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Spurts of dominance not enough
for football in fall to De Smet

Scrappy soccer team fights deep
into games despite small size

BY Brad Pike and Nick
Prainito

(continued from page 6)

he Jesuit rivals—and brothers—St. Louis U. High and
De Smet collided last Friday
night under rainy conditions
in the biggest matchup of the
young season for the Jr. Billikens, who were held to just one
touchdown in a disappointing
35-7 loss. SLUH had trouble
converting in key situations on
offense and stopping De Smet
in necessary defensive situations.
With the stands filled and
parking spots few and far between, SLUH started the game
with possession after De Smet

quarter with SLUH set to kick
off.
“Kellen had some good
runs, and I think we were just
all clicking. We were mad about
fumbling that first drive and
wanted to get some revenge,”
said Hannah, referring to the
scoring drive.
Though the Jr. Bills defense
looked to get a stop, De Smet
put together a quick touchdown drive that ended with the
Spartan quarterback finding an
open receiver in the back of the
end zone with 9:42 left in the
second quarter. The extra point
made it 14-7 De Smet.
“I think our D-line had
problems because (De Smet)

elected to kick off. The Jr. Bills,
led by new quarterback Brendan Hannah, a junior, took the
field, and struggled offensively.
After a fumble in SLUH’s
zone gave the Spartans an early
advantage, De Smet was up 7-0.
The Jr. Bills took over once
again, looking for some better
fortunes with the football. They
managed a long drive, pushing
downfield, culminating in junior Kellen Porter Jr. running
the ball 15 yards into the end
zone with 47 seconds left in the
first quarter. Senior Joe Gilmore sent the extra point through
the uprights, and the game was
even heading into the second

had a really good O-line, and we
protected the pass game pretty
well. It was stopping the running game that we struggled,”
said freshman Isaac Thompson.
On the kickoff, SLUH was
stuffed at their own 12-yard
line, giving them a lot of work
to do. A big pass interference
call against De Smet moved the
chains on a critical third down
situation to keep the drive alive
for the Jr. Bills, but they were
unable to capitalize on the opportunity, and ended up punting to the De Smet 40 yard line
with 5:53 left in the half.
De Smet continued their
offensive dominance, moving
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into the SLUH zone quickly, but
Thompson intercepted a pass
headed for the end zone and
returned it to the 20-yard line
with 3:47 left in the half.
“Well, I knew they were
going to be throwing to Jordan Johnson because he is the
number one player in the state
right now, so I focused on him,”
said Thompson. “(The sideline)
was pretty nice. I got the ‘turnover chain’ and everybody was
pretty hype.”
With new life breathed
into the SLUH players and
fans alike, the offense looked to
make a splash before the end of
the half. A couple of plays into
the drive, Hannah connected
with senior receiver Nick Lang
for a big gain to midfield, as the
energy in the stadium continued to build.
“I think everyone knew
that momentum was shifting
our way and that it was our
time to score,” said Hannah. “It
was a confidence booster for
everyone, everything felt like
it was clicking. We were ready
to finish it off, but we just had
struggles finishing our drives.”
To the dismay of the Jr.
Bill supporters and the players
themselves, the team could not
take advantage of the opportunity. The offense was stopped
on three straight plays, and the
Jr. Bills’ coaching staff elected to
punt on fourth down with 48
seconds left in the half.
De Smet took the ball at
their own 28-yard line, looking to put something on the
board in what time remained.
On the second play of the
drive, the running back broke
free from the SLUH defenders and cruised into the end
zone as time ticked away in
the half. The deflated spirits of
the team and fans were quickly
resuscitated, however, as the official declared a holding penalty
against De Smet, bringing the
ball all the back to their own
zone and bringing the half to a
close.
“We felt we had a great opportunity to win the game,” said
head coach Mike Jones on the

put the Webster defense
on skates. Murphy finished
the play with a goal and a
backflip celebration to secure
the 1-0 win for SLUH.
“It was a game there for
the taking,” said head coach
Bob O’Connell “I thought
Charles (Neuwirth) and ‘T’
(Murphy) made a good play
and we were opportunistic. I
thought the result was a good
one for us.”
“It was nice to get the
win, especially because of
the chirping and the hype
surrounding the game,” said
Stachowski. “It meant a little
more because we put up the
goose egg and made us confident for the Rock Bridge
game.”
After getting pumped
up from the late win against
Webster, the Jr. Bills took on
the Rock Bridge Bruins from
Columbia, Mo. on Saturday,
looking for back-to-back
wins. The match could have
been called off after storms
the night before made the turf
almost unplayable.
“The wet turf caused the
ball to move quicker on the
ground and it would skip,
making it harder to control
at times,” said Wolfe. “As the
game went on, we had to make
sure our passes were accurate
in order to be successful, and I
think we did a pretty good job
of that.”
Early on, the Jr. Bills were
attacked by a rushing Bruin
that was too fast for the team.
Once again, the team was at
a physical disadvantage. This
speed led to breakaways on
goal, but luckily, junior goalie
Peter Herrmann was able to

sense of confidence I hadn’t
seen all year,” said Stachowski.
“At that point, we felt like if we
kept up what we’d been doing, we could compete against
anyone.”
The fire from the Rock
Bridge game appeared to have
cooled down as the team entered Tuesday’s game against
De Smet in the CBC Tournament. For nearly the entire
first half, the ball lived in the
midfield or on SLUH’s defensive side.
“We had to play a lot
more conservative and found
it tough to play balls over their
defense,” said Stachowski.
Turnovers were prevalent
for both teams, but especially
for the Jr. Bills. At the core of
the team’s problems was the
size difference between the
teams.
“De Smet’s size was a
challenge for us,” said Wolfe.
“They were physical and able
to win many balls in the air.”
While playing the ball in
the air is a good advantage to
have, SLUH approaches the
play differently.
“We try not to play balls
in the air,” said O’Connell.
“We try to have numbers behind the ball to try to sort out
where they are coming from.
It’s who we are.”
This strategy was thwarted by De Smet though, as
their size allowed them to win
nearly all of the balls kicked to
the midfield. With some outstanding saves, Hermann kept
De Smet’s relentless offense off
the scoreboard.
The boys headed into the
second half feeling uneasy, but
relieved that the game was still
0-0.

looked like the first group’s
legs were done. Their body
language suggested that they
had already given me everything they could give me and
we were just trying to find a
spark.”
The game came to a disappointing closing score of
2-0, but the Jr. Bills look to
score more wins in the rest of
the CBC tournament.
“In terms of Vianney and
CBC, they’re gonna be great
challenges.” said O’Connell
“They’re not as big as the other guys, but we can just prepare this week and come with
the effort. I think our M.O.
will be, if we can find it, to get
late into games 0-0 or, even
better, up 1-0. I think we will
get results.”
While the team chemistry has improved and could
continue improving as the
season moves on, there still
stands one problem the team
faces: size. The team is young,
and some, if not most, of the
sophomores and juniors have
more growing to do throughout their high school career.
They cannot, however, grow
to the size of their opponents
by districts. O’Connell has noticed this theme and, while it
puts the squad at a disadvantage, he sees opportunities to
work around the obstacles.
“Our kids don’t quit,”
said O’Connell. “I told the
kids this statistic that’s kinda
weird. I was sitting in Mass
this Sunday and I was like,
‘We’ve played seven games
and we’ve only had the lead
for 10 minutes and up until
(Tuesday night), we’ve only
had three wins and a tie out of
that and that’s pretty unique.’

continued on page 8

Swim and Dive continues success
vs. CBC; State victories in mind
(continued from page 6)

performance in the 200
IM, but also for stepping up
to swim three out of the final
four events of the meet, the
200 Free Relay, the 100 Back,
and the 400 Free Relay.
The remarkable swims of
the night were by no means
the only performances of significance. During each event,
the entirety of the SLUH Swim
and Dive team piled behind
the lanes of their teammates
and lined the side of the pool
to comrades in caps.
Despite the lopsided
victory of 111-74 in favor of
SLUH, the team recognized
that CBC will not simply disappear.
“They’re still a threat,”
said Ehret. “They’re still powerful at the State level. It’s just
that at dual meets and at Conference they won’t be as venomous.”

In the Diving Well, both
junior twins Gabe and Max
Manalang pulled together a
state qualifying set of dives.
“I was expecting to qualify earlier than last year, but
I don’t think that either of us
expected to get it this early
on,” said Gabe.
Max struck first at the
Ladue Invitational, qualifying for state and taking first
among several of the top divers in the area. Gabe broke
through at the CBC dual
meet, while Max, chasing another stellar performance, was
forced to drop out after hitting
his shins against the board
during a dive.
As both Manalangs have
achieved their early season
goals, their focus for the remainder of the year will shift
to perfecting their current
dives and mastering dives that
they are working on during

practice so that they can add
them into their lineups.
Just
behind
the
Manalangs was freshman Sebatian Lawerence, who is only
fourteen points shy of a state
qualifying position after just
two competitions.
“I’m really excited to see
how this season is progressing. Our dive team hasn’t had
this amount of raw potential
in year,” said Max. “It’s as if
we’re a school of dolphins,
diving gracefully together in
the same direction: State.”
The Swim and Dive team
has a busy week ahead, with
a dual meet against De Smet
tonight at Forest Park Community College, followed by
Marquette Relays Saturday
morning at Marquette High
School and the Lafayette
Oakville Tri-Meet next Tuesday at Lafayette.

Sophomore Tilahun Murphy versus Rock Bridge.

stop those easy chances. With
Herrmann’s saves and changes
in style of play, made midgame, pervented the Bruins
from scoring in the first half,
leaving the score tied at zero.
“We adjusted by staggering the center backs, having
one drop on their drives they
tried to put in behind us,” said
Stachowski.
The second half featured
more strong defense and superb goalkeeping. The game
went into overtime for the
third time this season. Just
over a minute into overtime,
Lehmann bent a corner kick
into the goal to cap off another
win.
“After Lehmann scored
the OT goal, there was a new

“In the second half we
kept the game plan the same.”
said Stachowski. “The energy obviously wasn’t there
throughout the game and it
just felt like De Smet wanted
it more. We were lucky to be
tied at half but we’d take it.”
The Spartans crowded
the goal early in the second
half and overpowered the Jr.
Bills’ defense for a goal deep
inside the box. Soon after, De
Smet scored again, this time
from outside the box into the
top left corner. SLUH seemed
to be exhausted, and players
were being checked in and out
very often.
“I was just trying to find
new players, trying to bring
energy,” said O’Connell “It

photo | Ben Andrews

Not having a lead and somehow grinding out wins means
your kids are staying in it until the end. It means they’re
scrapping defensively. They’re
always fighting. They never
give up, and the last couple of
games we took advantage of
our opportunities and at the
end of the day that’s what soccer is—you can create all sorts
of chances, but you gotta be
able to score. We created opportunities in the last week
and got a couple good results.”
SLUH plays CBC tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. at CBC.
Then they have a little break
until they play Vianney again
next Thursday at 7:00 p.m. at
SLUH.
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Around the Hallways
Mirrors in the hallway
In the middle and at the end
of every hallway, students
have noticed new panoramic
mirrors that were just recently
installed to improve security.
According to Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock
Kesterson, the mirrors serve
two purposes. They allow first
responders to get a glimpse at

the hall and where they need
to go. The mirrors also give
Kesterson a view of the hall by
standing in just one place.

was held on Monday, where
all students, faculty, and staff
were to report to the football
field. On Tuesday, lockdown
and tornado drills were held.
Due to the ongoing construction in the basement, the
routes for some in the tornado
drills were slightly altered.

Safety drills
This past Monday and Tuesday, all students were required
to take part in emergency Family Mass
drills at the beginning of ac- Last Sunday, Sept. 9, Campus
tivity period. The fire drill Ministry hosted the SLUH

Family Mass in the Chapel. Students were invited
to celebrate Mass with family members. Following the
Mass, all were treated to a free
continental breakfast in the Si
Commons, including muffins,
pastries, coffee, and juice.
-compiled by Ben Klevorn

-ing with the same conditions
and if you’re going to let that
determine how you race then
you’re not going to do well,”
Porter said.
“Obviously we were all
excited to have beaten Rockhurst who was ranked 1st in
the state and 11th in the nation,
but we all know we have more
work to do,” said Callahan. “We
only beat them by one point
and their sixth man would’ve
beaten ours so if it went to a
tiebreaker, we would’ve lost.
If any of our guys were passed
by a single runner in the final
stretch, we would’ve lost. If any
of Rockhurst’s top 5 would’ve
passed just one more runner,
we would’ve lost to them. That
being said, we’re confident in
where we are right now with
plenty of time left before state
and we know we must continue
to work hard and get better if
we even want to have a chance

at bringing home the state title.”
This Saturday, SLUH will
race in the Paul Enke Invitational on arguably one of the
hardest cross country courses
in Missouri. Known for its hilly
terrain, runners will take on
hills nicknamed “Manmaker,”
“Confidence Breaker,” and
“Roller Coaster,” before finishing the 5k course. Because in
two weeks the Varsity team
will be traveling to the Palatine
Invitational just outside of Chicago, the team will be running
a Varsity 2 squad, pulling out
the nine who raced varsity at
FPXC. Even though the team
will not be running their regular varsity, Coach Joe Porter still
remains very optimistic in the
team’s chances this week.
“We are excited to compete and test ourselves and I
am looking forward to seeing
where that takes us,” closes
Coach Joe Porter.

Three new members
add energy to third floor
(continued from page 3)

-ward to chaperoning the
March For Life, and as well as
to the many more opportunities coming her way.
While Dobmeyer and
Antony are new to the SLUH
atmosphere and culture, Liz
Tuxbury, the new Events Co-

Amanda Antony.

ordinator is quite familiar with
SLUH.
“My history with SLUH
goes back a little far. My dad
was a graduate of class of ‘83
… A lot of my friends also
went here,” said Tuxbury.
While looking for a new
job, Tuxbury was shown an
advertisement for the position
at SLUH. The advertisement
drew her to apply, and eventually land the job.
As the events coordinator, Tuxbury has her hands

full with organizing and planning a lot of the events that are
SLUH related.
“I handle alumni events
on and off campus, out of town
receptions, and also just a lot
of events that just come up, “
said Tuxbury.
However, her job will be-

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

gin to get a little more hectic
next semester as she organizes
and prepares for Cashbah.
As the year begins, Tuxbury is very appreciative of the
faculty and support she has received in her new role. “I very
much enjoy myself, and everyone I have talked to on the staff
and faculty have been nothing
but helpful,” said Tuxbury.
“I also love seeing the
school alive, and love walking through the school and
remember what it is that we

Underclassmen Briefs

(continued from page 7)

team’s halftime attitude. “We
were down 14-7.”
Two big plays after the
kickoff began the second half,
De Smet was in SLUH territory,
looking to add more to their
lead. On the ensuing play, the
running back found his way
into the end zone, and, after
the PAT, De Smet had a 21-7
lead with 10:13 left in the third
quarter.
After this quick, deflating
drive, the Jr. Bills offense came
out to try to get something going after the touchback on the
kickoff. Facing a tough third
and 15 situation and trying
to avoid another empty drive,
Hannah received the snap and
was instantly rushed by two defenders. In an impressive stunt
by the new quarterback, he
spun out of danger to avoid the
sack and took off for a 40-yard
gain into De Smet territory for
a first down.
On the next play, another
pass interference call moved
SLUH up to the 20-yard line,
and the spirits lifted once again
with the end zone in sight. But
two unsuccessful plays led to
another third down situation,
and unlike the previous time,
the defense sacked Hannah,
setting up a big fourth and
nineteen play. But De Smet
brought down Hannah for a
turnover on downs.
“I think after those two
sacks the O-line really shut
down on themselves, thinking
that these De Smet guys were
too fast for them, but I don’t
think they were,” said Hannah.
“I think if we had the mentality
that we were better, we could
have outplayed them.”
The Spartans picked up
are all working for here,” said
Tuxbury.
Dobmeyer, Antony, and
Tuxbury have not only been
impacted by the faculty, but
have also made a positive first
impression on their peers.
“Ms. Tuxbury has jumped
right in, helping with our
events … Ms. Dobmeyer is
a really positive energy, and
great for us to get to know her.
It is nice to have an outside
perspective, and bounce ideas
off of her … Ms. Antony has
been great and super helpful,” said John Penilla, director of Annual Giving. “They

AMDG

Calendar
Friday, September 14

Regular Schedule

Math Department Day
AP
Sophomore Class Mass
Union College New York
Drake University
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Country Fried Steak
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
4:00PM Swimming & Diving vs De Smet
7:00PM V Football vs Jefferson City

Saturday, September 15

Varsity football overpowered
XC takes 2nd at Forest
Park; V2 prepares for Enke by Spartans 35-7
(continued from page 6)

September 14, 2018

play from around midfield
with 5:22 left in the third quarter. They marched through
the SLUH defensive zone on
several big plays from the running back, scored again as the
quarter expired, extending the
De Smet lead to 28-7 after the
extra point
“We knew they had all
the momentum at that point,
we just had to get a stop to give
the offense another chance. We
know we could make a stop
and get something going on offense,” said Thompson. But the
De Smet offense proved to be
too much to handle.
SLUH started the fourth
quarter with possession, looking to string something together for a comeback. They
were unsuccessful, however, as
all they mounted was a couple
of three-and-outs, and De Smet
strung together a long drive
to score one more touchdown
with 3:38 left in the game to seal
the 35-7 victory.
“I think I did decently in
the first half, but as the rain
started coming down, it was
difficult for me, for my first
game being put in that adversity,” said Hannah. “But after seeing that, I think against Jeff City
we can definitely get it done.”
The Jr. Bills’ next matchup
will be tonight at home against
the visiting 2-1 Jefferson City
High Jays. Hannah will be starting at quarterback.
“What we specifically
(worked) on for Jefferson City
are tackling drills…(focusing)
on our assignments. We have
too many guys trying to do too
much,” said Jones. “We need
everyone doing their job at the
best of their ability.”
are willing to get their hands
dirty right away and get things
done.”
So while they may not be
very visible, the staff on the
third floor, both new and old,
are constantly at work improving the lives of SLUH students,
and they are motivated by the
students to help them keep this
school running.

Chaminade
0 0 F:0
JV Soccer
Goals: Jered Thornberry (with 9/6 -Webster Groves
B Football
C Soccer
1 second left)
SLUH
1 1 F:2
9/10 -De Smet
9/11 - Edwardsville
WG
0 3 F:3
SLUH
21 9 7 0 F: 37 SLUH
1 1 F:2
B Soccer
Goals: Ben Gremaud, Juan
De Smet
0 8 0 22 F: 30 Edwardsville w0 2 F:2
9/8 - Rockbridge
Hernandez
Logan Neumann/Bobby Con- Goals: Connor McCullar, Co- SLUH
0 2 F:2
roy: 8 tackles, 1 sack each
lin Bryan
Rockbridge 0 0 F:0
9/7 -Fort Zumwalt West
Luke Johnston 2 rush TD 2
Goals: Jack Rudder, Dominic SLUH
3 1 F:4
pass TD
9/12 - Chaminade
Poncirol (1)
FZW
1 0 F:1
SLUH
0 1 F:1
Goals: Juan Hernandez (2),

9:00 AM V2, JV, C Cross Country Paul Enke Invitational
Swimming & Diving vs Marquette
9:30 AM B Soccer vs Gateway Legacy
11:00 AM JV Soccer vs Gateway Legacy
12:00PM B Football @ Jefferson City
6:00PM V Soccer @ CBC Tournament

Sunday, September 16

6:00PM Selective College Sunday

Monday, September 17

Regular Schedule

M/C Honduran Project Collection
Fine Arts Department Day
AP
JET College Tour
The Catholic University of America
Texas Christian University
The College of Wooster
Cornell College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Indiana University at Bloomington
Nova Southeastern University
Snack—Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch Special—Chicken Quesadilla
Vegetarian—Burrito
4:15PM C Soccer @ De Smet

Tuesday, September 18

Regular Schedule
M/C Honduran Project Collection
AP
Senior Class Meeting
Snack—Pizza Stick
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Sweet Potato
St. Mary’s University of San Antonio
Lafayette College
Monmouth College
Kenyon College
Illinois Institute of Technology
Bradley University
Lake Forest College
3:30PM JV Soccer @ Hillsboro Tournament
4:30PM Swimming & Diving vs Oakville and Lafayette
5:00PM B Soccer vs Collinsville

Wednesday, September 19 Regular Schedule
M/C Honduran Project Collection
M/C Freshman Cookie Sale
AP
DePaul University
Oklahoma City University
DePauw University
University of San Diego
Northwestern University
Southern Methodist University
Trinity University
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch Special—Meatball Sandwich
Vegetarian—Tilapia
4:30PM C Soccer @ Bayless
6:00PM JV Soccer @ Hillsboro Tournament

Thursday, September 20

Regular Schedule

M/C Honduran Project Collection
M/C Freshman Cookie Sale
Reunion Weekend
Soccer 75th Year Celebration
AP
University of Notre Dame
University of Dayton
Case Western Reserve University
Belmont University
Newman University
The University of Arizona
Benedictine College
Snack—Mozzarella Cheese Stick
Lunch Special—Bellacinos Pizza
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
Eckerd College
4:00PM JV Soccer @ Hillsboro Tournament
5:00PM B Soccer vs Vianney
7:00PM V Soccer vs Vianney

Friday, September 21

No school—Faculty day
M/C Honduran Project Collection
Reunion Weekend
Faculty Day
4:30PM B Soccer @ Eureka
6:00PM V Soccer @ Eureka
7:00PM V Football @ CBC
calendar | Ben Klevorn
Thomas Reilly, Amar Mujezi- 9th Baker Pashea 11:49.91
novic (1)
14th Joe Labarge 11:55.81
15th Sean Kellogg 11:58.80
JV/C Cross-Country
26th Stephen Derlan 12:14.32
9/8 Forest Park Festival JV
31st Graham Sanfilippo
Top 5 5K
12:23.25
25th Peter Dillon 19:34.41
32nd Reid Jackson 19:41.39
-compiled by Jimmy Stanley
33rd Garrett Seal 19:41.84
C Cross Country
Top 5 3K

